


Turn to your partner and say the sound these letters make.

How many words can you think of that have the ‘ai’ digraph in 
them? Draw and write your ideas on a whiteboard.

- drops of water that 
fall from the sky

- to stay where you are 
until something happens 
or somebody comes

- a vehicle with 
many wheels that 
runs on tracks

- when money was 
given for something

afraid rainwait

train paid

‘ai’

- feeling scared
Click here to 
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words.



rain
train
afraid

Put the letters in the right place on these phoneme frames. Put 
one sound in each box.

r ai n

r ai nt

r ai dfa



Turn to your partner and say the sound these letters make.

How many words can you think of that have the ‘oi’ digraph in 
them? Draw and write your ideas on a whiteboard.

- you can grow 
plants in this

- to put things together, 
or to become a member 
of a club

- to stick your finger out - a penny

oil soiljoin

point coin

‘oi’

- a sticky liquid, 
sometimes used 
to cook with

Click here to 
view this 

week’s spelling 
words.



oil
point
soil

Put the letters in the right place on these phoneme frames. Put 
one sound in each box.

s oi l

loi

oi n tp



The /ay/ and /oy/ sounds spelt with ‘ai’ and ‘oi’ are 
found at the beginning and middle of words but 
hardly ever at the end of English words.



Split into two teams. One person picks a word to try to draw.
You mustn’t talk, act, or make sounds. Your team must guess it 
before the timer runs out. Good luck!

afraid

wait

train

paid

rain

point

join

coin

oil

soil 



Work hard to learn them 
and the rule we have 

looked at today.

Here are your spelling words for this week.




